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Shade the correlative-conjunction pair and highlight the equivalent elements

in each sentence. Point an arrow to each equivalent element. 

Correlative Conjunctions

Example: Jen’s essays are not only interesting but also !awless.

1) We are planning to go for either a movie or a concert.

2) I prefer both olives and peppers in my sandwich.  

3) Hardly had the !ight taken o" when a passenger reported sickness. 

4) His stories are not only interesting but also inspiring.

5) Simon’s goal was as crucial as Tim’s.  

6) We would rather drive to the Universal Studios than !y.

7) Sam could go neither snorkeling nor scuba diving.

8) Ralph could not make up his mind whether to enroll himself for the dance class

or football coaching. 
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Answer Key

Shade the correlative-conjunction pair and highlight the equivalent elements

in each sentence. Point an arrow to each equivalent element. 

Correlative Conjunctions

Example: Jen’s essays are not only interesting but also !awless.

1) We are planning to go for either a movie or a concert.

2) I prefer both olives and peppers in my sandwich.  

3) Hardly had the !ight taken o" when a passenger reported sickness. 

4) His stories are not only interesting but also inspiring.

5) Simon’s goal was as crucial as Tim’s.  

6) We would rather drive to the Universal Studios than !y.

7) Sam could go neither snorkeling nor scuba diving.

8) Ralph could not make up his mind whether to enroll himself for the dance class

or football coaching. 
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